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Document Purpose

The purpose of this document is to describe the changes made in the latest versions of the Recall and Recall Health platforms.

The document is intended for use by GS1 Australia staff and users of the Recall and Recall Health platforms.
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1.0 Both platforms

1.1 New Features

Correction Mode

Initiators can create a Correction version of an existing Live notification, which allows them to update certain fields on a notice, without having to notify the recipients of the original notice.

For example, the regulator may request for additional information from the Initiator and the Initiator can create a correction version of the Live notice. When the Initiator make this correction Live, the email notification will only alert the Regulator and not the recipients, where previously any updates to a notice will alert the recipients too.
Help Centre

A Help Centre link has been introduced in Recall platform for easy access to Recall related resources. Clicking the link will take Recall users to the relevant resources available on GS1 corporate website.

Non-Subscriber Reporting – Guest portal

Non-subscribed recipients can now report the progress back to the Initiators by using the new Non-Subscriber Guest portal. The Non-subscribed recipients will be able to access the guest portal via the Non-Subscribed Recipient email. This will eliminate the need to click and download a link from the email for such recipients, which most users consider unsafe.
1.2 General updates

Item Reporting Upgrade

Item reporting for recipients has been updated such that each Item on the notification will now have a designated line to report the progress back within a more condensed table. A column has also been introduced for comments.

Information Security Labelling on PDF’s

A CONFIDENTIALITY/DISCLAIMER statement has been appended to each page of all PDF extracts from Recall portal.
**Update to Email template Signatures.**

All Recall emails, including Notification emails as well as RUM (Recall User Manager) emails now have an updated email signature.

---

**Pending Recall Ready status - Reminder email**

Companies that have an expired Recall Ready status will now get reminder emails in the following intervals.

- The day of expiry
- 3 months after expiry
- Annually, 1 year after expiry

In addition, all the companies who had an expired Recall Ready status on the day of the deployment (15/04/2023) received a reminder email.
Admin console - Add ‘Expired’ to the Status column of the Recall Ready tab

A new value ‘Expired’ added to the values in the Status dropdown for Admin users.

Progress Bar visual update

Visual updates were made to the Progress bar available on Recall platform to align colours to rest of platform.
**Update to GTIN field**

Some users do not know what **GTIN** means. The words **Barcode Number** is added next to the **GTIN** field name in the Notification Summary to resolve this gap in understanding.